How OSCAL empowered next-gen ATO acceleration with SYNERGEO

to work together, to help in work, be partner in labor
Achieving and Maintaining a compliant ATO state requires a monumental Level of Effort.
OSCAL represents a data source, standardization and attribution inside of SYNERGEO’s core offerings.
For AI-assisted NLP, Import algorithms, OSCAL provides structure and data elements, enhancing improving targeting and ultimately accuracy.
OSCAL provided design layout details necessary to automate templating in forms for input and output.
With OSCAL, Synergeo will validate pre-submission SSPs and provide transmission of complete OSCAL packages electronically.
Synergeo is a modern authorization and accreditation platform designed for continuous ATOs. It extends data services and enrichment, providing OSCAL aligned RESTful API services.

Synergeo's user interface and data management functionalities are showcased in the image, highlighting its comprehensive approach to managing authentication, authorization, and accreditation processes in a continuous and automated manner.
Please feel free to reach out with questions

John Tibbitts
john@implerus.com
703-608-0400
EXTRAS
(Not part of Presentation)
OPTIMIZED TASKING EFFICIENCY WITH REAL-TIME STATUS
Enabling today's Continuous ATO Posture

MODERATED TASKING & ASSIGNMENTS, OPTIMIZE EFFICIENCY

Adding Team Members

Realtime Record Locking increases productivity

Clear and Fast Statistics
Enabling today’s Continuous ATO Posture

ADVANCED CONTENT EDITING

Efficiently editing, context association and submission

Tracking changes and comments provide shared Knowledge and insight, accelerating collaboration
Enabling today's Continuous ATO Posture

Artificial Management with Contextualization

Artifacts can be Local or Global

Artifact Context can be added uniquely for each project

Management

Artifact Details

Associated Context

ADD NEW ARTIFACT

Synergeo
Modern Authorization and Accreditation Platform for Continuous ATOs
Enabling today’s Continuous ATO Posture

IMPORT EXISTING WORKS FOR OPTIMIZED EFFICIENCY

Instantly import existing using SYNERGEO’s AI Intelligence Natural Language Processing Importer

Or, simply start New ATO Effort

• Ingest previous System Security Plans
• Import Leveraged ATOs for overlay or reference
• Create reusable templates from SSPs and Leveraged ATOs